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❑ %IG = NR*BR*RI, but there are issues when γ’s feeding the ground state were 
used in the normalization procedure - the %IG uncertainties for these γ’s are 
overestimated in LiveChart & NUDAT, as well as by DDEP …  

❑ a proposal was presented at the 21st NSDD meeting to include %IG in ENSDF and 
solve those deficiencies  

❑ many positive responses, but inability to modify the gabs program hampered 
implementation - IAEA stepped in to help (the ENSDF code project - V. Dimitriou) 

❑ recent development: T. Kibedi (ANU) is upgrading gabs to deal with all cases - 
currently undergoes enhanced development & testing & will be presented at the 
upcoming code meeting by IAEA



gabs -F  
❑ will use proper uncertainty 

propagation (e.g. E. Browne NIM 
A249 (1986) 461) when γ’s feeding 
the ground state are used in the 
normalization procedure 
✓ Y (or X) in column 79 
✓ take into account the direct 

feeding to the ground state in B 
or E records 

✓ will calculate NR and put %IG in 
the continuation record



gabs -M  

❑ from an ENSDF-formated decay data 
file will automatically create a new 
ENSDF file with the g’s feeding the 
ground state marked with Y (or X) in 
column 79



gabs -C  

❑ will use %IG=NR x BR x RI 
✓ will calculate and place %IG 

in the continuation record



❑the new gabs program will be rigorously tested at the  
upcoming code meeting at IAEA and afterwards … 

❑formal proposal will be presented for approval at the 
upcoming NSDD meeting 

❑there should be no issue to implement it after the NSDD 
meeting 

please provide any comments & suggestions to Tibor 
Tibor.Kibedi@anu.edu.au


